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Survival and Change: Lesson 9b 

Essential Question: How do butterflies survive over time in a changing environment?  

Focus Question: How do organisms get what they need to survive?  

Phenomenon Question: Why do plants and animals live where they do?  

Objective: Describe how a habitat is a system in which 
all components depend on one another. 

Materials: Pencil Projected Slides: 
158–163  

Share the following items with families in advance of the lesson. 

• Links: Lesson 9b Daily Video, Science Journal Lesson 9b  
• Materials list  
• Assignment: After watching the video, students complete the habitats as systems chart by writing two additional 

statements and to update the anchor chart. 

Remote Learning Recommendations 

Type Pacing Activity Notes 
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10–15 minutes  Daily Video Video description: 

Students observe an artificial habitat and compare it with a caterpillar’s 
natural habitat to understand that both habitats are examples of a 
system. 

10 minutes Assignment The video asks students to complete the habitats as systems chart by 
writing two additional statements and to update the anchor chart. 

15 minutes Virtual Class Meeting 
(Optional):  

Science Discourse 

Ideally this meeting occurs after students watch the video and complete 
the assignment: 

• Describe Habitats as Systems Remote Alternative 

Facilitate a discussion by using a Whip Around* or other 
collaborative conversation routine to allow students to present 
their ideas about a change that could occur in a caterpillar’s 
natural habitat. Then ask them to explain the effect of each 
change on the natural habitat system. 

Check for understanding by looking for evidence that students 
can identify a possible change to the habitat and describe the 
effect of that change on the habitat system. If students are 
unable to identify cause and effect relationships, work with 
them in groups and use sentence frames such as the following. 
One way to change the habitat is to take away _____. 
This would affect the caterpillars because _____. 
This reminds me of _____. 

Review Key Term: system 

• Display the class anchor chart and ask students to summarize 
the relationship between a habitat and an environment. Add 
new ideas to the anchor chart and send a copy to all students.  
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23 minutes Learn Refer to Teacher Edition to conduct lesson Learn (Projected  
slides 158–160).  

• Determine Needs of Caterpillars in an Artificial Habitat (notice 
and wonder) 

• Describe Habitats as Systems 

Introduce Key Term: system 

Give all students a chance to participate either in-person or virtually. 

5 minutes Land Refer to Teacher Edition to conduct lesson Land (Projected  
slides 161–163).  

• Update the anchor chart. Send updated anchor chart to all 
students. 

• Assign Optional Homework 

Give all students a chance to participate either in-person or virtually. 
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n   Extension (Optional) If the class has a live caterpillar, allow students to record daily 
observations of the live caterpillars. Show students the caterpillar habitat 
and ask students to write descriptions or draw sketches of their 
observations. Students can refer to their observations as they learn more 
about the life cycle of butterflies in Lesson 17. 

 
*See PhD Science in Sync User Guide for more information. 
 

Asynchronous  Synchronous  Hybrid 

Remote students using in Sync with 
optional virtual class meeting 

 Some students in-class and some 
remote, but all participating live 

 In-class students are synchronous and 
remote students asynchronous 

 
 


